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Abstract. Theoretical predictions used in experimental analysis of LHC data have an inherent theoretical un-

certainty associated to the relevant order in the perturbative expansion that the observable is computed. In this

talk we briefly introduce and motivate the topic of QCD radiative corrections stressing the impact of including

higher-order QCD effects in the theory predictions and in particular we consider two-loop QCD corrections.

We present numerical results at NNLO for gluonic jet production where jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT

jet algorithm from gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark scattering and discuss the inclusion of leading-NF quark

contributions in the final-state.

1 Introduction
In proton-proton collisions, the factorised form of the in-

clusive cross section is given by,

dσ =
∑
i, j

∫
fi(x1, μ

2
F) f j(x2, μ

2
F)dσ̂i j(αs(μ

2
R), s/μ2

R, s/μ
2
F) ,

(1)

where dσ̂i j is the parton-level scattering cross section for

parton i to scatter off parton j and the sum runs over the

possible parton types i and j. The probability of find-

ing a parton of type i in the proton carrying a momentum

fraction x is described by the parton distribution function

(PDF) fi(x)dx. By applying suitable cuts, one can study

more exclusive observables such as the transverse momen-

tum distribution or rapidity distributions of the hard ob-

jects (jets or vector bosons, higgs bosons or other new par-

ticles) produced in the hard scattering. The leading-order

(LO) prediction is a useful guide to the rough size of the

cross section, but is usually subject to large uncertainties

from the dependence on the unphysical renormalisation

and factorisation scales, as well as possible mismatches

between the (theoretical) parton-level and the (experimen-

tal) hadron-level.

For these reasons a description of an observable to

NLO and NNLO accuracy brings several advantages. At

higher order additional contributions due to radiation from

the initial and final state are included leading to a better

description of transverse momentum distributions and of

the modelling of final state jets. Moreover the inclusion

of higher order effects significantly reduces the observable

dependence on the choice of unphysical renormalisation

and factorisation scales, therefore reducing the theoretical

uncertainty in the prediction. However, beyond the advan-

tages mentioned above, the availability of predictions for
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Figure 1. The strong coupling αS (Q) (full line) extraction from

inclusive CMS jet data and its total uncertainty (band) using a

two-loop solution to the RGE as a function of the momentum

transfer Q =pT determined by the CMS collaboration in the anal-

ysis of Ref. [1].

hadronic observables at higher-order in perturbation the-

ory is mandatory for observables where the perturbative

expansion exhibits a slow convergence (such as the Higgs

boson cross section) and also when the achievable preci-

sion in data analysis from colliders is limited by theory.

The latter has been demonstrated in recent papers by

the CMS collaboration [1, 3] where it is shown that the cur-

rently dominant theoretical uncertainties limit the achiev-

able precision in the extraction of the strong coupling con-

stant from inclusive jet data. In the analysis using pre-

dictions from perturbative quantum chromodynamics at

NLO, complemented with electroweak corrections, for all

the six bins in pT represented by black dots in Fig. 1 the

scale uncertainty in the theory prediction dominates over

experimental, PDF and non-perturbative (NP) uncertain-
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Figure 2. (a) Double-differential inclusive jet cross section measurement from Ref.[2] in comparison to NLO predictions using the

NNPDF2.1 PDF set times the NP correction factor. (b) Ratio of data over theory at NLO times NP correction for the NNPDF2.1 PDF

from Ref. [2]. For comparison predictions employing four other PDF sets are shown in addition to the total experimental systematic

uncertainty (band enclosed by full magenta lines). The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty of the data [2].

ties leading to a strong coupling constant determination of

αS (MZ) = 0.1185 ± 0.0019(exp)+0.0060
−0.0037

(theo).

The accuracy of this determination has only been made

possible thanks to the unprecedented experimental preci-

sion of the jet measurements that allow stringent tests of

QCD to be performed. In particular, the large cross section

for jet production at the LHC allows the jet measurements

to be performed in multi-differential form accessing phase

space regions of Q2 and x not covered by previous exper-

iments. In figure 2(a) we show the latest measurements

of the inclusive jet cross section by CMS with a total inte-

grated luminosity of 10.71 f b−1 from 8 TeV proton-proton

collisions. In figure 2(b) a more detailed comparison be-

tween data and NLO theory using different PDF sets and

non-perturbative corrections included is shown together

with the systematic and statistical data uncertainties. For

this measurement and across the entire pT range the ex-

perimental and theoretical uncertainties are roughly of the

same of size. We can observe that there is an overall good

agreement with the data with the different PDF sets giving

identical predictions at low pT . However there is a signif-

icant mismatch in the predictions at high pT between all

PDF sets and in this region the precision of the data would

allow to distinguish the different sets and further constrain

the PDF’s.

The influence of the jet data on parton distribution

functions is also discussed in [1]. Here we review the anal-

ysis performed by the NNPDF collaboration in [4] which

presented recently the NNPDF3.0 set in Ref [4]. The full

set of experimental datapoints included in this set is shown

in figure 3 (a). In particular, it contains inclusive jet data

from ATLAS and CMS, namely the inclusive jet produc-

tion measurements at 7 TeV and also the ATLAS data at√
s=2.76 TeV, with the goal of assessing the gluon distri-

bution in the proton at medium to large values of the mo-

mentum fraction x. This is shown in 3 (b) where the NLO

gluon PDF and its uncertainty obtained from a global fit is

shown in green while the fit plotted in red is the resulting

fit if all jet data are removed from the global dataset. It

is observed [4] that a significant reduction of the gluon

uncertainty and a reliable determination of the gluon is

achieved by keeping the jet data in the dataset. For this

reason and with the aim of making jet data consistently

included in NNLO PDF fits, the perturbative theory calcu-

lation should be avaliable at the same order.

In order to achieve these cutting edge extractions from

the LHC jet data, experimental and theory collaborations

compare their measurements to fixed-order calculations

provided by Monte Carlo event generators that encode the

predictions of QCD. For jet cross sections beyond NLO

the computations are done in the form of a parton-level

generator, which is a numerical program, providing full

kinematical information on parton-level final states to a

given perturbative order. Within the parton-level genera-

tor, the probability for a specific final state to occur is com-

puted by weighting the generated phase space point with

all scattering matrix elements relevant to the final state un-

der consideration.

2 NNLO calculations

Calculations of NNLO corrections have a significant in-

crease in their complexity. An n-jet observable requires

two-loop n-particle matrix elements (double-virtual cor-

rection), one-loop (n+1)-particle matrix elements (real-

virtual correction) and tree-level (n+2)-particle matrix el-

ements (the double-real correction) which contain IR sin-

gularities due to one or two particles becoming unresolved

(soft and collinear) in tree- level and one-loop matrix ele-

ments.

For this reason, successful computations with exact

NNLO accuracy in fully differential form for hadron col-

lider observables have been achieved only for very spe-

cific processes, with the bottleneck for tackling the real-

radiation contribution of a generic process being the ab-

sence of a general method to extract implicit infrared
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Figure 3. (a) The kinematical coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the NNPDF3.0 dataset [4] where the green stars mark the data already

included in NNPDF2.3, while the circles correspond to experiments that are novel in NNPDF3.0. (b) Comparison of the gluon in a fit

to a dataset without jet data and in the global fit at NLO [4].

(IR) poles from real-virtual and double-real contributions

in a fully differential way, i.e., without doing the phase

space integration. However, enormous progress has been

achieved in this direction thanks to extensive work on the

development of subtraction schemes at NNLO, with the

most recent published results being obtained using the

frameworks of antenna subtraction [5], sector decompo-

sition [6], qT subtraction [7], and sector improved residue

subtraction [8], which we briefly review.

The sector decomposition method involves a split of

the matrix elements and the final state phase space into

phase space sectors and the cancellation of IR singularities

is achieved by numerically integrating them. It has been

applied to 2 → 1 processes (such as pp → H [9], pp →
V [10]). The qT method is restricted to processes with

colourless final states (pp → H,V,VH,VV [11]) and ex-

ploits the universality of the resummation of large logarith-

mic corrections at small transverse momentum to regulate

the divergences at NNLO in the small qT limit. Finally the

numerical sector improved residue subtraction approach

combines an initial partitioning of the phase space (in-

spired by the NLO FKS approach [12]) with sector decom-

position to generate sectors at NNLO where the universal

singular structure of the divergences of the process are ex-

plicitly isolated and are then subtracted using their known

explicit form. It has been applied to single top [13] pro-

duction and to the total and differential cross section for

tt̄ quark production [14] and to pp → H + j [15]. More

recently NNLO QCD corrections for the hadroproduction

of a pair of off-shell photons in the limit of a large number

of quark flavours were obtained in [16] using a dedicated

fully factorised parametrisation for the phase space for the

RR and RV contributions based on an extension of the pro-

posal in [17].

In this talk I will discuss the antenna subtraction ap-

proach proposed in [5] for colourless initial states. In this

approach the computation of the NNLO coefficient is or-

ganised according to three integration channels each iden-

tified by the multiplicity of the final state,

dσ̂i j,NNLO =

∫
dΦm+2

[
dσ̂RR

i j,NNLO − dσ̂S
i j,NNLO

]

+

∫
dΦm+1

[
dσ̂RV

i j,NNLO − dσ̂T
i j,NNLO

]

+

∫
dΦm

[
dσ̂VV

i j,NNLO − dσ̂U
i j,NNLO

]
. (2)

For each choice of initial state partons i and j, each

of the square brackets is finite and well behaved in the in-

frared singular regions. In particular all physical IR singu-

larities in the double real contribution and real-virtual are

subtracted from the matrix elements by the contributions

dσ̂S ,T
i j,NNLO which have the property that they reproduce the

singularities of the matrix elements of both contributions.

By observing that the structure of the divergences in QCD

matrix elements has a process independent universal form,

single unresolved emission (NLO) and double-unresolved

emission (NNLO) can be described using antenna func-

tions that account for all known possible unresolved con-

figurations and their overlap. The name antenna comes

from organising the subtraction terms using hard particle

pairs (emitters) with unresolved colour ordered particle

radiation emitted in-between. In this way when the nu-

merical integration of each channel is performed over the

singular regions of soft and collinear emission the Monte

Carlo integral is now regulated. The antenna functions

then depend only on the momenta of the emitters and the

unresolved particles and are thus sufficiently simple to al-

low analytic integration of the counterterms dσ̂S ,T
i j,NNLO. For

hadron collider observables the required set of antennae

needed includes contributions due to radiative corrections

from partons in the initial state [18]. It is a feature of

the antenna subtraction method that the explicit ε-poles in

the dimensional regularization parameter of one- and two-

loop matrix elements are cancelled analytically and locally

against the ε-poles of the integrated antenna subtraction

terms. For hadron collider observables this was achieved
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Figure 4. Inclusive jet transverse energy distribution, dσ/dpT ,

for jets constructed with the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.7 and

with pT > 80 GeV, |y| < 4.4 and
√

s = 8 TeV at NNLO (blue),

NLO (red) and LO (dark-green). The lower panel shows the ra-

tios of different perturbative orders, NLO/LO, NNLO/LO and

NNLO/NLO [24].

.

in the context of the dijet calculation, in particular, for glu-

onic jet production in gg→ jets at leading colour [19] and

at sub-leading colour [20] and for the leading colour cal-

culation of qq̄ → jets in [21]. In Ref. [22] precise pre-

dictions in the gg-channel for Standard Model Higgs bo-

son production in association with a hadronic jet at NNLO

in QCD have also been derived while the generalisation

of the method for the case of heavy quark production at

NNLO was developed in Refs. [23], and first numerical

results of this approach have been presented in Ref. [25].

For the remainder of this contribution we report on the

calculation of the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)

QCD corrections to jet production at hadron colliders.

3 Numerical results

In this section we present our numerical results obtained

with the parton-level generator NNLOJET for fully differ-

ential dijet production in NNLO QCD.

3.1 Gluonic jet production at NNLO

Our numerical studies are derived for proton-proton col-

lisions at the centre-of-mass energy
√

s = 8 TeV and

contain the NNLO calculation of the full colour gg →
gluons contribution combined with the leading colour

qq̄ → gluons. These contributions have been computed

in Refs. [19–21] and we present here the single jet inclu-

sive cross section (where every identified jet in an event

that passes the selection cuts contributes, such that a single

event potentially enters the distributions multiple times).

Jets are identified using the anti-kT algorithm with res-

olution parameter R = 0.7 and ordered in transverse mo-

mentum. An event is retained if the leading jet has pT1

> 80 GeV and rapidity |y|< 4.4. For all predictions we

used the MSTW08NNLO distribution functions [26], in-

cluding the evaluation of the LO and NLO contributions,

with the value of αs provided by the PDF set through

the LHAPDF [27] interface. Factorization and renormal-

ization scales (μF and μR) are chosen dynamically on an

event-by-event basis. As default value, we set μF = μR = μ
and set μ equal to the transverse momentum of the leading

jet so that μ = pT1.

Figure 4 shows the single jet inclusive cross section as

a function of the jet pT at LO, NLO and NNLO, for the

central scale choice μR = μF = pT1 from Ref. [24]. The

NNLO/NLO k-factor in the lower panel shows the size of

the higher order NNLO effect to the cross section in each

bin with respect to the NLO calculation. For this scale

choice we see that the NNLO/NLO k-factor is approx-

imately flat across the pT range corresponding to a 27-

16% increase compared to the NLO cross section. Note

that in the combination of qq̄ → gg + gg → gg chan-

nels, the gluon-gluon initiated channel dominates. The

NNLO/NLO k-factor for the qq̄ → gg channel alone is

roughly 5%.

Figure 5 we show the inclusive jet cross section in

double-differential form in jet pT and rapidity bins at

NNLO from Ref. [24]. The pT range is divided into 16 jet-

pT bins and seven rapidity intervals over the range 0.0-4.4

covering central and forward jets. The double-differential

k-factors for the distribution in figure 5 (a) for three rapid-

ity slices: |y| < 0.3, 0.3 < |y| < 0.8 and 0.8 < |y| < 1.2 are

shown in figure 5 (b). We observe that the NNLO correc-

tion increases the cross section between 27% at low pT to

16% at high pT with respect to the NLO calculation (blue

dot-dashed line) and this behaviour is similar for all three

rapidity slices.

We note that as discussed in reference [28] all predic-

tions shown in figures 4 and 5 can also be obtained by

evaluating the single jet inclusive cross section using as a

scale choice μR = μF = μ = pT where in this case each

jet in every event is binned with the weight evaluated at

the scale pT of the jet. While at LO the two final state

partons generate two jets with equal transverse momen-

tum pT1 = pT2 = pT and the two scale choices coincide,

radiative corrections can generate subleading jets and the

effects of the different scale choice in the theory predic-

tion become apparent at NLO and NNLO. As it was shown

in [28] for jet pT ’s in the range of 100 GeV∼1500 GeV the

effect of the different scale choice on the absolute NNLO

cross section is at the level of 5% and decreasing at high

pT .

3.2 Leading-NF contributions at NNLO

In this section we discuss the inclusion of the leading-NF

quark contributions in the final-state. From the knowledge

of the full gg-channel cross section at NLO (plotted in fig-

ure 6) we observe that the inclusion of the NF contribu-

tions leads to a reduction of the gg-channel cross section

between 5 and 15%, with a larger effect at low-pT . Moti-

vated by the fact that at low-pT the gg-channel is the domi-

nant channel for jet production, we consider in this section

the calculation of its leading-NF contributions at NNLO.

The relevant partonic processes of the NNLO coefficient

are listed in table 1.
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Figure 5. (a) The doubly differential inclusive jet transverse energy distribution, d2σ/dpT d|y|, at
√

s = 8 TeV for the anti-kT algorithm

with R = 0.7 and for pT > 80 GeV and various |y| slices and (b) double differential k-factors for pT > 80 GeV and three |y| slices:

|y| < 0.3, 0.3 < |y| < 0.8 and 0.8 < |y| < 1.2 [24].

For the calculation we apply the antenna subtraction

method, following closely the computation in the dijet fi-

nal state of the NNLO corrections in the gg and qq̄ chan-

nels. In this way we obtained the relevant double-real and

real-virtual dσS
NNLO and dσT

NNLO subtraction terms that

render the leading-NF double-real and real-virtual emis-

sion partonic processes finite in their single and double

unresolved limits and their overlap.

In comparison with the pure gluons only calculation

we needed to consider 27 unresolved limits as opposed to

11 and for this reason we do not provide here the explicit

expressions of all the limits. The increase in the number

of unresolved singular limits that need to be subtracted

is explained by the fact that for both single and double

unresolved configurations the NNLO double-real partonic

contribution collapses to low-multiplicity processes with

either a qq̄ pair in the final state or a pure gluon final state.

Moreover, initial-state collinear singularities generate par-

tonic contributions which collapse into different hard ini-

tial state processes such that only after carefully combin-

ing all the mass-factorisation relevant pieces the NNLO

leading-NF contribution is infrared finite.

In order to cross check the validity of our results we

implemented a serious of numerical tests for both the

double-real and real-virtual contributions. In both cases

we generated a series of phase space points that approach

a given double or single unresolved limit and for each gen-

erated point we compute the ratios

R =
dσRR

NNLO

dσS
NNLO

R =
dσRV

NNLO

dσT
NNLO

,

between the relevant matrix element of the process and the

antenna contributions. These ratios should approach unity

as we get closer to any singularity and the quality of this

convergence represents the first check on the implemen-

tation of the NNLO antenna subtraction method. More-

over we will integrate both contributions over the phase

space regions corresponding to soft and collinear emission

provided that precisely 2-jets are observed by the jet al-

gorithm. With this second test we check the convergence

of the numerical integration and that the results obtained

are, for small values of the cut-off parameter, independent

of the phase space generation cut-off implemented by the

phase space generator.

As an example for the double real process we show

in figure 7 the generation of 10000 random phase space

points for both a triple collinear (a) and a single collinear

configuration (b). For the single collinear case we show

the configuration where a gluon splits into a collinear qq̄
pair and in this case we compute the ratio between the ma-

trix element and the antenna subtraction term, by combin-

ing two phase space points related to each other by a ro-

tation of the system of unresolved partons by an angle of

π/2 around the resultant parton direction. We observe that

this is sufficient to subtract the angular correlations in the

g → qq̄ splittings with the subtraction terms constructed

from azimuthally averaged antenna functions. In this way,

for any infrared-safe 2-jet observable, the angular correla-
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zero quark-flavours.

Table 1. Partonic contributions to the gg leading-NF

contribution

NNLO contributions perturbative order

gg→ qq̄gg tree-level (RR)

gg→ qq̄g one-loop (RV)

gg→ ggg one-loop (RV)

gg→ gg two-loop (VV)

gg→ qq̄ two-loop (VV)

tions vanish after integration over the azimuthal angle and

in particular are not relevant for reproducing the correct

1/ε-poles in the virtual contributions. To reinforce this

statement, Fig.7 (c) shows the convergence of the numeri-

cal integration of the subtracted double-real emission con-

tribution for a 2-jet final state with a jet pT cut of 80 GeV

and a centre-of-mass energy of
√

s=7 TeV. We observe

that the numerical integration converges and for values of

the phase space generation cut ycut = min{si j/ŝ} < 10−5 is

independent of the value of the cut off.

Upon integration of the single unresolved contribu-

tions in the double-real subtraction term, the RV contri-

bution is explicitly IR-finite as all explicit poles in 1/ε in

the matrix element cancel in local and analytic form with

the integrated subtraction terms arising from singly unre-

solved real emission, leaving behind a finite remainder that

can be evaluated in 4 dimensions. However the RV ma-

trix elements can develop further implicit IR-singularities

in the soft and collinear regions of the phase space of the

RV contribution. For this reason figure 8 shows our nu-

merical tests for the real-virtual emission process. As an

example we show the generation of 10000 random phase

space points for a single collinear gg→ g configuration to

test the subtraction of the one-loop NF contribution to the

g → gg splitting function. For this configuration we also

produced the ratio plot by averaging over two phase space

points related by a single π/2 rotation of the collinear

system, as it was performed for the double real-emission

process. As for the double-real contribution we observed

that the real-virtual subtraction term captures all the phys-

ical singularities of the matrix element of the process and

that the numerical integration of the subtracted real-virtual

emission contribution converges and is independent of the

value of the phase generation cut ycut for sufficiently small

values of ycut.

4 Conclusions

In this talk we briefly introduced and motivated the topic of

QCD radiative corrections stressing the impact of includ-

ing higher-order QCD effects in the theory predictions and

in particular we considered two-loop QCD corrections to

jet production at hadron colliders. We presented the next-

to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections to dijet

production in the purely gluonic channel retaining the full

dependence on the number of colours combined with the

NNLO leading-colour contribution in the qq̄-channel.

We considered also NNLO corrections to the gg-
channel with quarks in the final state, namely the leading-

NF double-real and real-virtual contributions. Upon in-

tegration over the corresponding double and single un-

resolved antenna phase spaces the subtraction terms pre-

sented here contribute to the cancellation of the full IR

singularities of the double virtual two loop leading-NF cor-

rections to gg → gg and gg → qq̄. We leave this exer-

cise as well as the derivation of the updated predictions at

NNLO in the gg-channel including the leading NF contri-

butions to future work.
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